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The present investigation provides a hybrid Treﬀtz ﬁnite element approach for analysing elastoplastic
problems. A dual variational functional is constructed and used to derive hybrid Treﬀtz ﬁnite element for-
mulation for elastoplasticity of bulky solids. The formulation is applicable to either strain hardening or
elastic-perfectly plastic materials. A solution algorithm based on initial stress formulation is introduced into
the new element model. The performance of the proposed element model is assessed by three examples and
comparison is made with results obtained by other approaches. The hybrid Treﬀtz ﬁnite element approach
is demonstrated to be particularly suited for nonlinear analysis of two-dimensional elastoplastic problems.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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236 Q.-H. Qin / Applied Mathematical Modelling 29 (2005) 235–252solution of complex boundary value problems. In contrast to conventional FE models, the class of
ﬁnite elements associated with the Treﬀtz method is based on a hybrid method which includes the
use of an auxiliary inter-element displacement or traction frame to link the internal displacement
ﬁelds of the elements. Such internal ﬁelds, chosen so as to a priori satisfy the governing diﬀerential
equations, have conveniently been represented as the sum of a particular integral of nonhomoge-
neous equations and a suitably truncated Treﬀtz-complete set of regular homogeneous solutions
multiplied by undetermined coeﬃcients. Inter-element continuity is enforced by using a modiﬁed
variational principle together with an independent frame ﬁeld deﬁned on each element boundary.
The element formulation, during which the internal parameters are eliminated at the element level,
leads in the end to the standard force-displacement relationship, with a symmetric positive deﬁnite
stiﬀness matrix. Clearly, while the conventional FE formulation may be assimilated to a particular
form of the Rayleigh–Ritz method, the HT FE approach has a close relationship with the Treﬀtz
method [3]. As noted in [4], the main advantages stemming from the HT FE model are (a) the
formulation calls for integration along the element boundaries only, which enables arbitrary
polygonal or even curve-sided elements to be generated. As a result, it may be considered as a spe-
cial, symmetric, substructure-oriented boundary solution (BS) approach, and thus possesses the
advantages of the boundary element method (BEM) [4]. In contrast to conventional boundary ele-
ment formulation, however, the HT FE model avoids the introduction of singular integral equa-
tions and does not require the construction of a fundamental solution, which may be very
laborious to build; (b) the HT FE model is likely to represent the optimal expansion bases for
hybrid-type elements where inter-element continuity need not be satisﬁed, a priori, which is par-
ticularly important for generating a quasi-conforming plate-bending element; (c) the model oﬀers
the attractive possibility of developing accurate crack-singular, corner or perforated elements,
simply by using appropriate known local solution functions as the trial functions of the intra-ele-
ment displacements.
The ﬁrst attempt to generate a general-purpose HT FE formulation occurred in the study by
Jirousek and Leon [1] of the eﬀect of mesh distortion on thin plate elements. It was immediately
noticed that Treﬀtz-complete functions represented an optimal expansion basis for hybrid-type
elements where inter-element continuity need not be satisﬁed a priori. Since then, the Treﬀtz-ele-
ment concept has become increasingly popular, attracting a growing number of researchers into
this ﬁeld [4,5]. Treﬀtz elements have been successfully applied to problems of elasticity [6], Kirchh-
oﬀ plates [7,8], moderately thick Reissner–Mindlin plates [9], thick plates [10], general three-
dimensional solid mechanics [10,11], axisymmetric solid mechanics [12], potential problems
[13,14], shells [15], elastodynamic problems [16,17], transient heat conduction analysis [18], and
geometrically nonlinear plate bending [19]. Although remarkable progress has been made in
developing HT FE formulation for analyzing linear elastic problems, comparatively little progress
has been made in applications of HT FE formulation to materially nonlinear problems. The ear-
liest Treﬀtz formulation for elastoplasticity appears to be due to Zielinski [20]. He applied a glo-
bally based Treﬀtz-type method to plasticity, in which the fundamental solutions with singularities
outside the given area were used as shape functions and the iterative algorithm was based on the
initial stress approach. Freitas and Wang [21] presented a stress model of Treﬀtz-elements (or T-
elements for short) for analyzing quasi-static, gradient-dependent elastoplasticity problems. The
FE approximation consists of direct estimation of the stress and plastic multiplier ﬁelds in the
domain of the element as well as of the displacements and plastic multiplier gradients on its
Q.-H. Qin / Applied Mathematical Modelling 29 (2005) 235–252 237boundary. In their analysis, the model is assumed to be of geometrically linear response. The elas-
toplastic constitutive relations are uncoupled into elastic and plastic deformation modes. The pre-
sent paper reports development of a new HT FE model which seems to be suitable for practical
engineering analysis and is easy to implement into standard FE computer programming code. A
pair of dual variational functionals is presented and used to derive the corresponding HT FE for-
mulation of elastoplastic materials. The formulation is applicable to strain hardening and elastic-
perfectly plastic materials. The corresponding yield criteria of these materials and the initial stress
scheme are employed to calculate the so-called plastic stresses and strains. Three numerical exam-
ple are considered to demonstrate the eﬃciency of the proposed element formulation in nonlinear
analysis of elastoplasticity problems.2. Basic governing equations of elastoplasticity
Consider an elastoplastic solid, occupying a two-dimensional arbitrary shaped domain X
bounded by its boundary C. Throughout this paper, repeated indices i, j and k imply the summa-
tion convention of Einstein. In the ‘‘small’’ deformation range, compatibility and equilibrium are
expressed in the incremental form_rij;j þ _bi ¼ 0 in X; ð1Þ_eij ¼ 1
2
ð _ui;j þ _uj;iÞ in X; ð2Þ_ui ¼ _ui on Cu; ð3Þ_ti ¼ _rijnj ¼ _ti on Cr; ð4Þ
where the dot indicates an increment, _rij and _eij are stresses and strains, _bi body forces, _ui displace-
ments, _ui and _pj prescribed boundary displacements and tractions, Cu and Cr the constrained and
free parts of the boundary C, ni the direction cosines of the outward normal to C, uniquely deﬁned
everywhere since C will be assumed to be smooth, for simplicity. The strain _eij may be decomposed
into its elastic and plastic parts:_eij ¼ _eeij þ _epij: ð5Þ
With expression (5), the stress strain equation can be written as_rij ¼ kdijð_ekk  _epkkÞ þ 2Gð_eij  _epijÞ ¼ _reij þ _rpij; ð6Þ
where dij = 1 for i = j and 0 for i5 j and _reij; _r
p
ij; G are deﬁned by_reij ¼
E
3ð1 2mÞ dij _ekk þ 2G_eij; _r
p
ij ¼ 
E
3ð1 2mÞ dij _e
p
kk  2G_epij; G ¼
E
2ð1þ mÞ ð7Þwith E and m being Youngs modulus and Poissons ratio.
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can be rewritten as [22]G _ui;jj þ ðkþ GÞ _uj;ij þ _bepi ¼ 0 in X ð8Þand the natural boundary (4) is replaced by_ti0 ¼ _reijnj ¼ ð _rij  _rpijÞnj ¼ _ti  _rpijnj ¼ _ti0; ð9Þwhere _b
ep
i ¼ _bi þ _rpij;j. The plastic part of stresses _rpij is described in Appendix A.
Moreover, in the Treﬀtz FE approach, Eqs. (1)–(9) should be completed by adding the follow-
ing inter-element continuity requirements:_uie ¼ _uif ðon Ce \ Cf ; conformityÞ; ð10Þð _rijnjÞe þ ð _rijnjÞf ¼ 0 ðon Ce \ Cf ; reciprocityÞ; ð11Þwhere e and f  stand for any two neighbouring elements. Eqs. (1)–(11) are taken as a basis to
establish the modiﬁed variational principle for Treﬀtz FE analysis in elastoplasticity.3. Modiﬁed variational principles
The Treﬀtz FE equation for an elastic solid can be established by the variational approach [5].
Since the stationary conditions of the traditional potential and complementary variational func-
tional cannot guarantee the satisfaction of the inter-element continuity condition which is re-
quired in the Treﬀtz FE analysis, some new variational functionals need to be developed.
Piltner [23] presented two diﬀerent variational formulations to treat special elements with holes
or cracks. The formulation consists of a conventional potential energy and a least square func-
tional. The least square functional was not added as a penalty function to the potential functional,
but is minimized separately for the special elements considered. Jirousek [24] developed a varia-
tional functional in which either the displacement conformity or the reciprocity of the conjugate
tractions is enforced at the element interfaces. Jirousek and Zielinski [25] obtained two comple-
mentary HT formulations based on weighted residual method. The dual formulations enforced
the reciprocity of boundary tractions more strongly than the conformity of the displacement
ﬁelds. Qin [5] presented a modiﬁed variational principle based on HT displacement frame. The
variational functional of Qin [5] is, however, limited to the case that nodes containing unknown
displacements must connect with at least one inter-element boundary. To remove this limitation,
we present a pair of dual variational functionals based on the total potential energy and comple-
mentary energy asPm ¼
X
e
Pme ¼
X
e
Pe þ
Z
Cte
ð_ti0  _tiÞ _~uids
Z
CIe
_rijnj _~uids
 
; ð12aÞ
X X Z
_
Z
_
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Wm ¼
e
Wme ¼
e
We þ
Cue
ð _ui  ~uiÞ _rijnjds
CIe
_rijnj~uids ; ð12bÞwherePe ¼
Z Z
Xe
Pð _rijÞdX
Z
Cue
_rijnj _uids; ð13aÞWe ¼
Z Z
Xe
ðWð_eijÞ  _bi _uiÞdX
Z
Cte
_ti _~uids; ð13bÞwith [27]Pð _rijÞ ¼ 1 2m
6E
ð _riiÞ2 þ _rij _rij
4G
 1
2
ah _f
2
; ð14aÞWð_eijÞ ¼ E
6ð1 2mÞ ð_eiiÞ
2 þ G _eij _eij  a
G
of
orkl
_ekl
 2
1
2Gh
þ of
orpq
of
orpq
  ð14bÞ
in which Eq. (8) is assumed to be satisﬁed, a priori, a; a; _eij; f and h are deﬁned in Appendix A.
The terminology ‘‘modiﬁed principle’’ refers, here, to the use of a conventional functional (Pe or
We here) and some modiﬁed terms for the construction of a special variational principle to account
for additional requirements such as the condition deﬁned in Eqs. (10) and (11).
The boundary Ce of a particular element consists of the following parts:Ce ¼ Cue [ Cte [ CIe; ð15Þ
whereCue ¼ Cu \ Ce; Cte ¼ Ct \ Ce ð16Þ
and CIe is the inter-element boundary of the element e. We now show that the stationary condi-
tion of the functional (12a) [or (12b)] leads to Eqs. (3), (4), (10), (11), and ( _ui ¼ _~ui on Ct), and pre-
sent the theorem on the existence of extremum of the functional, which ensures that an
approximate solution can converge to the exact one. Taking Pm as an example, we have the fol-
lowing two statements:
(a) Modiﬁed complementary principledPm ¼ 0) (3), (4), (10), (11) and ð _ui ¼ _~ui on CtÞ; ð17Þ
where d stands for the variation symbol.
(b) Theorem on the existence of extremum
If the expressionZ Z
X
d2Pð _rijÞdX
Z
Ct
d_tid _~ui ds
X
e
Z
CeI
d _~uid _rijnjds ð18Þ
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such a value thatPm(ui0) = (Pm)0, and where (Pm)0 stands for the stationary value ofPm, we havePm P ðPmÞ0 ½or Pm 6 ðPmÞ0 ð19Þ
in which the relation that ~uie ¼ ~uif is identical on Ce \ Cf has been used. This is due to the def-
inition in Eq. (31) of Section 4.
Proof: First, we derive the stationary conditions of functional (12a). To this end, performing
a variation of Pm and noting that Eq. (1) holds true a priori by the previous assumption, we
obtaindPm ¼
Z
Cu
ð _ui  _uiÞd _rijnjdsþ
Z
Ct
ðð_ti  _tiÞd _~ui þ ð _ui  _~uiÞd_tiÞds
þ
X
e
Z
CeI
½ð _ui  _~uiÞd _rijnj  _rijnjd _~uids: ð20ÞTherefore, the Euler equations for expression (20) are Eqs. (3), (4), (10), (11) and ui ¼ ~ui on Ct
as the quantities dti; d _rij; dui and d~ui may be arbitrary. The principle (17) has thus been
proved. This indicates that the stationary condition of the functional satisﬁes the required bound-
ary and inter-element continuity equations and can thus be used for deriving Treﬀtz FE
formulation.
As for the proof of the theorem on the existence of extremum, we may complete it by way of the
so-called ‘‘second variational approach’’ [26]. In doing this, performing variation of dPm and
using the constrained conditions (8), we ﬁndd2Pm ¼
Z Z
X
d2Pð _rijÞdX
Z
Ct
d_tid _~uids
X
e
Z
CeI
d _~uid _rijnjds ¼ expression (18): ð21ÞTherefore the theorem has been proved from the suﬃcient condition of the existence of a local
extreme of a functional [26]. This completes the proof. The function Wm can be stated and proved
similarly. We omit those details for the sake of conciseness.4. Assumed ﬁelds
The main idea of the Treﬀtz FE approach is to establish a FE formulation whereby intra-
element continuity is enforced on a nonconforming internal displacement ﬁeld chosen so as to
a priori satisfy the governing diﬀerential equation of the problem under consideration [5]. In other
words, as an obvious alternative to the Rayleigh–Ritz method as a basis for a FE formulation, the
model, here, is based on the method of Treﬀtz [3]. With this method the solution domain X is sub-
divided into elements, and over each element e the assumed intra-element ﬁelds (for a two-dimen-
sional problem) are_u ¼ _u1
_u2
 
¼ u_^ þ
Xm
i¼1
Ni _ci ¼ u_^ þN _c; ð22Þ
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_^ ð¼ f u_^ 1 u_^ 2 gTÞ and Ni are known functions. If
the governing diﬀerential equation (8) is rewritten in a general formR _uðxÞ þ _bepðxÞ ¼ 0 ðx 2 XeÞ; ð23Þ
where R stands for the diﬀerential operator matrix for Eq. (8), x for position vector,
_b
epð¼ f _bep1 _b
ep
2
gTÞ for the known right-hand term, and Xe stands for the subdomain of the eth
element, then u
_^ ¼ u_^ ðxÞ and Ni = Ni(x) in Eq. (22) must be chosen such thatR u
_^ þ _bep ¼ 0 and RNi ¼ 0 ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;mÞ ð24Þeverywhere in Xe. A complete system of homogeneous solutions Ni can be generated in a system-
atic way from Muskhelishvilis complex variable formulation [6]. For convenience, we list the re-
sults presented in [6] as follows:2GNj ¼
ReZ1k
ImZ1k
 
with Z1k ¼ ijzk þ kizzk1; ð25Þ2GNjþ1 ¼
ReZ2k
ImZ2k
 
with Z2k ¼ jzk  kzzk1; ð26Þ2GNjþ2 ¼
ReZ3k
ImZ3k
 
with Z3k ¼ izk; ð27Þ2GNjþ3 ¼
ReZ4k
ImZ4k
 
with Z4k ¼ zk; ð28Þwhere z = x + iy and i ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p .
The particular solution u
_^
can be obtained by means of its source function. The source function
corresponding to Eq. (8) has been given in [28] asuijðrpqÞ ¼
1þ m
4pE
½ð3 mÞdij ln rpq þ ð1þ mÞrpq;irpq;j; ð29Þwhere rpq = [(xq  xp)2 + (yq  yp)2]1/2, uijðrpqÞ denotes ith component of displacement at the ﬁeld
point q of the solid under consideration when a unit point force is applied in the jth direction at
the source point p. Using this source function, the particular solution can be expressed byu
_^ ¼ u
_^
1
u
_^
2
( )
¼
Z Z
X
_b
ep
j
u1j
u2j
( )
dX: ð30ÞThe unknown coeﬃcient _c may be calculated from conditions on the external boundary and/or
the continuity conditions on the inter-element boundary. Thus various Treﬀtz element models
Fig. 1. Treﬀtz element in plane problem.
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a hybrid technique is used, whereby the elements are linked through an auxiliary conforming dis-
placement frame which has the same form as in conventional FE method. This means that in the
Treﬀtz FE approach, a conforming displacement ﬁeld should be independently deﬁned on the ele-
ment boundary to enforce the ﬁeld continuity between elements and also to link the coeﬃcient _c,
appearing in Eq. (22), with nodal displacement _d. The frame is deﬁned as_~uðxÞ ¼ eNðxÞ _d ðx 2 CeÞ; ð31Þ
where the symbol ‘‘’’ is used to specify that the ﬁeld is deﬁned on the element boundary only,
_d ¼ _dð_cÞ stands for the vector of the nodal displacements which are the ﬁnal unknowns of the
ﬁnite element formulation, Ce represents the boundary of element e, and eN is a matrix of the
corresponding shape functions which are the same as those in conventional FE formulation.
For example, along the side A–B of a particular element (see Fig. 1), a simple interpolation of
the frame displacements may be given in the form_~uAB ¼
_~u1
_~u2
( )
¼ 1
2
1 n 0 1þ n 0
0 1 n 0 1þ n
 
_dAB; ð32Þwhere _dAB ¼ f _u1A _u2A _u1B _u2B gT, and n is shown in Fig. 1.
The tractions _t ¼ f _t1 _t2 gT appearing in Eq. (9) can be derived from Eqs. (2), (6), (9), (22), and
denote_t0 ¼
_t10
_t20
( )
¼ _r
e
1jnj
_re2jnj
( )
¼ Q_cþ T
_^
: ð33Þ5. Element stiﬀness matrix
The element matrix equation can be generated by setting dPme = 0 or dWme = 0. To simplify the
derivation, we ﬁrst transform all domain integrals in Eq. (12a) into boundary ones. In fact, by
reason of solution properties of the intra-element trial functions the functional Pme can be sim-
pliﬁed to
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2
Z
Xe
_bi _uidXþ 1
2
Z
Ce
_ti0 _uidsþ
Z
Cte
ð_ti0  _ti0Þ _~ui ds
Z
CIe
_ti0 _~ui ds
Z
Cue
_ti0 _uids
þ 1
2
Z
Ce
_rpij _uinjds
Z
CIe
_rpij _~uinjds
Z
Cue
_rpij _uinjds: ð34ÞSubstituting the expressions given in Eqs. (22) and (31) into (33) producesPme ¼ 1
2
_cTH _cþ _cTS _dþ _cTr1 þ _dTr2 þ terms without _c or _d ð35Þin which the matrices H, S and the vectors r1, r2 are as follows:H ¼
Z
Ce
QTNds;
S ¼ 
Z
Cte
QT eN ds Z
CIe
QT eN ds;
r1 ¼ 1
2
Z
Xe
NT _bdXþ 1
2
Z
Ce
QT u
_^ þNT T
_^
þ
_rp1jnj
_rp2jnj
( ) !" #
ds
Z
Cue
QT _u;
r2 ¼
Z
Cte
eNTð_t0  T_^ Þds Z
CIe
eNT T_^ þ _rp1jnj:
_rp2jnj
( ) !
ds;
ð36Þwhere _t0 ¼ f _t10 _t20 gT is the prescribed traction vector.
To enforce inter-element continuity on the common element boundary, the unknown vector _c
should be expressed in terms of nodal DOF _d. An optional relationship between _c and _d in the
sense of variation can be obtained fromoPme
o _cT
¼ H_cþ S _dþ r1 ¼ 0: ð37ÞThis leads to_c ¼ G _d g; ð38Þ
where G = H1S and g = H1r1, and then straightforwardly yields the expression of Pme only in
terms of _d and other known matricesPme ¼  1
2
_d
T
GTHG _dþ _dTðr2 GTr1Þ þ terms without _d: ð39ÞTherefore, the element stiﬀness matrix equation can be obtained by taking the vanishing vari-
ation of the functional Pme asoPme
o _d
T
¼ 0) K _d ¼ _P ¼ _P0 þ Pð _rpijÞ; ð40Þwhere K = GTHG and P = GTr1 + r2 are, respectively, the element stiﬀness matrix and the
equivalent nodal force vector. The expression (40) is the elemental stiﬀness matrix equation for
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unknown _rpij. An iterative procedure is thus required. The procedure is brieﬂy described in the
next section.6. Iterative scheme
The steps of the iterative procedure are described as follows:
At the ﬁrst loading step, assume Pð _rpijÞ ¼ 0. Then solve Eq. (40) for _d and calculate _reij and _rpij
using Eqs. (A.11) or (A.13) as well as Pð _rpijÞ.
Suppose that dðkÞ;rðkÞij and r
pðkÞ
ij stand for the kth approximations, which can be obtained from
the preceding cycle of iteration. The (k + 1)th solution may be calculated as follows:
(1) Apply a load increment and take dðkÞ;rðkÞij and r
pðkÞ
ij as initial values.
(2) Enter the iterative cycle for i = 1,2, . . . Calculate the stress increments in all elements using the
formulation in Appendix A. Calculate the total stress and compile a list of yielded elements.
Calculate the correct stresses in the elastoplastic elements by using Eqs. (A.11) or (A.13).
(3) Calculate Pð _rpijÞ in Eq. (40) using the current value of _d
½i1
and _rp½i1ij , where the superscript
[i  1] stands for the increments at the (i  1)th iterative cycle. Solve Eq. (40) for _d½i.
(4) If gi ¼ ½ð _d
½iÞT _d½i  ð _d½i1ÞT _d½i1=ð _d½i1ÞT _d½i1 6 g (g is a convergence tolerance), proceed to
the next loading step and calculatedðkþ1Þ ¼ dðkþ1Þ þ _d½i;
r
ðkþ1Þ
ij ¼ rðkÞij þ _r½iij ;
r
pðkþ1Þ
ij ¼ rpðkÞij þ _rp½iij
ð41Þotherwise, go back to step (2).
It is noted that the required stiﬀness matrices appearing in Eq. (40) do not change through each
step of computation. Hence, once the matrix K has been formed, they can be stored in the core
and used in each cycle of iteration without any change. Obviously this can save a large amount
of computing time.7. Numerical applications
Since the main purpose of this paper is to outline the basic principles of the proposed method
and demonstrate its feasibility, numerical assessment is limited to an inﬁnitely long thick cylinder
under internal pressure, a notched tension specimen, and a perforated strip under tension. In all
the computation, the convergence tolerance g = 0.001 is used.
Example 1. An inﬁnitely long thick cylinder subjected to internal pressure p. In this example, the
plane strain expansion of a thick cylinder under internal pressure is studied (see Fig. 2). An elastic-
p(MESH 1)
a b
r
(MESH 2) (MESH 3)
Fig. 2. Mesh and geometry of internally pressured thick cylinder.
Analytical solution[29]
Trefftz FE approach
Radius r (m)
Fig. 3. Hoop stress distributions for the thick cylinder along radius (mesh 2).
Q.-H. Qin / Applied Mathematical Modelling 29 (2005) 235–252 245perfectly plastic material is assumed with the von Mises yield criterion (i.e., H 0 = 0). The initial
parameters used are taken to be a = 100mm b = 200mm, E = 20.58 · 104MPa, m = 0.3, uniaxial
yield stress rs = 235.2MPa and the internal pressure p = 135.3MPa. Due to the problem being
radially symmetric, one quadrant of the thick cylinder is used in the analysis. The numerical
results of stress distributions with mesh 2 (see Fig. 2) are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, and comparison
is made with the analytical ones [29]. It can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4 that the present results are
in good agreement with the analytical solution. To study the convergent performance of the
method, Table 1 provides the error percentage of stresses versus mesh density. In Table 1 a and b
are deﬁned bya ¼ 100 ðrrrðexactÞ  rrrðpresent FEÞÞ=rrrðexactÞ; b ¼ 100 ðrhhðexactÞ  rhhðpresent FEÞÞ=rhhðexactÞ
ð42Þand the stresses are calculated at radius r = 0.15m. In the course of computation, convergence
was achieved with less than 9 iterations. It can be seen from the table that the results converge
gradually to the analytical result when the mesh density is increased.
Analytical solution[29]
Trefftz FE approach
Radius r (m)
Fig. 4. Radial stress distributions for the thick cylinder along radius (mesh 2).
Table 1
Error coeﬃcients a and b vary with Mesh density
Error coeﬃcient Mesh 1 Mesh 2 Mesh 3
a 3.72 2.83 1.73
b 2.51 1.92 1.08
246 Q.-H. Qin / Applied Mathematical Modelling 29 (2005) 235–252Example 2. A 90 notched plane stress specimen under extension [30]. The ﬁnite element mesh
used in the analysis is shown in Fig. 5. An elastic-perfectly plastic material is assumed and the
von Mises yield criterion is used. The material constants of the notched specimen are
E = 7000kgf/mm2, m = 0.2, uniaxial yield stress rs = 24.3kgf/mm
2. Fig. 6 shows the applied load0 4 8 12 16 20 mm
0
4
8
12
16
mm
Fig. 5. Element mesh for notched specimen.
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 Present results
σ
Fig. 6. Load–strain curve for 90 notched specimen.
Fig. 7. Element mesh for the perforated plate.
Q.-H. Qin / Applied Mathematical Modelling 29 (2005) 235–252 247versus maximum longitudinal strain. In order to allow for comparison with the results given in
[30], the numerical results are plotted in a dimensionless form with one unit of load equal to
the load at ﬁrst yield and one unit of strain equal to the strain at yield of a uniform tensile
specimen [30]. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that there is no difference between the two approaches
within the plot accuracy. In the calculation, the loading increment is 0.1unit and the convergence
was achieved with less than 11 iterations.
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Fig. 8. Stress–strain curve at the root of the perforated plate.
248 Q.-H. Qin / Applied Mathematical Modelling 29 (2005) 235–252Example 3. A perforated strip in axial tension under plane stress condition. This example was
analyzed by using ﬁnite element method [31] and boundary element method [32]. A quadrant
of the strip is modeled by 214 elements (Fig. 7) and Von Mises yield criterion is used in the cal-
culation. The material constants used for the analysis are the same as those in Example 2, except
for the linear hardening parameter H = 224.0kgf/mm2. The computed results of longitudinal
strain coefﬁcient Eex/rs at the root of the plate versus dimensionless load factor 2rm/rs, where
2rm = rx + ry, are plotted in Fig. 8 and compared to the boundary element results. The maximum
discrepancy of the results from the two methods is observed to be 2.16%. This discrepancy is
acceptable.8. Conclusions
A HT FE formulation for elastoplastic analysis of two-dimensional solids has been developed.
In the analysis, a dual variational functional is constructed and used to derive HT FE formulation
for the elastoplasticity of bulky solids. It should be mentioned that the modiﬁed variational func-
tional in Qin [5] is limited to the case that nodes containing unknown displacements must connect
with at least one inter-element boundary. This limitation has been removed by the proposed
variational functional. Moreover, we use incremental ﬁeld equations and have made a modiﬁca-
tion to the nonlinear boundary equation (9). The numerical results show that this modiﬁcation is
practicable.Acknowledgment
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A.1. Isotropic hardening
In this theory it is assumed that during plastic ﬂow the yield surface expands uniformly about
the origin in the stress space maintaining its shape, centre and orientation. Following [27], we have_rij ¼ _reij þ _rpij ðA:1Þ
with_reij ¼
E
3ð1 2mÞ _eiidij þ 2G _eij; ðA:2Þ_rpij ¼ a
2G
of
orkl
_ekl
1
2Gh
þ of
orpq
of
orpq
  of
orkl
; ðA:3Þwhere h is a positive deﬁnite function of rij, _eij ¼ eij  eiidij=3, f ðf ðrijÞ ¼ reÞ denotes yield func-
tion. The symbol a* is deﬁned bya ¼ 1 when re ¼ c and ðof =orijÞ_eij P 0;
a ¼ 0 when re < c or re ¼ c and ðof =orijÞ_eij < 0;
ðA:4Þwhere the parameter c may be given as a function of the total plastic work [27]c ¼ F
Z
rijde
p
ij
 
: ðA:5ÞThe three functions f, h and F are related by hF 0(of/orij)rij = 1. Conversely, the incremental strain
can be expressed by_eij ¼ _eeij þ _epij ðA:6Þ
with_eeij ¼
1 2m
3E
_riidij þ
_Sij
2G
; ðA:7Þ_epij ¼ ah
of
orij
_f ; ðA:8Þwherea ¼ 1 when re ¼ c and _f P 0;
a ¼ 1 when re < c or re ¼ c and _f < 0:
ðA:9Þ
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In this special case, we have [27]f ¼ re ðA:10aÞ
and Eq. (A.5) is replaced byre ¼ H
Z
depe
 
; ðA:10bÞwhere depe ¼ ð2_epij _epij=3Þ1=2, and H is a function which determined through relation hH 0 = 1. With
this relation, the stress–strain relations (A.1) and (A.6) become_rij ¼ E
3ð1 2mÞ _eiidij þ 2G _eij  a
 2GSijSkl _ekl
re
H 0
3Gþ 1
  ; ðA:11Þ_eij ¼ 1 2m
3E
_riidij þ
_Sij
2G
þ a o3Sij _re
2reH 0
ðA:12Þfor isotropic hardening material, and_rij ¼ E
3ð1 2mÞ _eiidij þ 2G _eij  a
 3GSijSkl _ekl
k2
; ðA:13Þ_eij ¼ 1 2m
3E
_riidij þ
_Sij
2G
þ a _kSij ðA:14Þfor perfectly plastic material, where re ¼ ð3SijSij=2Þ1=2, k is a material constant deﬁned in the yield
conditionSijSij ¼ 2k2 ðA:15Þ
and _k is determined by_k ¼ lim
_re!0;H 0!0
3 _re
2reH 0
> 0: ðA:16ÞReferences
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